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Abstract
This paper discusses the theoretical and practical aspects of the “relevantization” of Ulûm al-Millah (Islamic Sciences) in the context of the reformation of education in the Muslim world, and in relation to the discourse on methods and approaches to Ulûm al-Millah in the Islamisation of Human Knowledge (IOHK) project. The paper identifies three problematic issues on the current discourse on relevantisation: the meaning of “relevantisation”; the essence of the desired renewal; and its implications for the method of understanding Ulûm al-Millah. It argues that the process of relevantisation should begin with the reconstruction of a meaningful history of Ulûm al-Millah whereby classification of knowledge is used as a tool to bring the diverse sciences into a unified cultural framework based on Qur’anic ideals and values. In support of this argument, the paper examines and discusses comparable efforts by Muslim scholars in the past, with emphasis on Ibn Khaldun, whose theory regarding the correlation between stages of civilisational and scientific developments may be a useful tool for strategising the relevantisation of Ulûm al-Millah in the contemporary world, where the dominance of modernistic and secular humanistic ideas poses a special challenge to Muslims. The paper then discusses the influence of these past scholars on the deliberations and development of the IOHK project, and the role of IOHK in the relevantisation of Ulûm al-Millah. It concludes with the reminder that the process of relevantisation, which involves the continual exegetical interpretation of the sources of Islamic knowledge, would be meaningful only if it focused on the systematization of values.
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Introduction
It has been suggested that Islamization of human knowledge should be the main task of any genuine reform of education in the Muslim world. This was because it represented, by and large, the intellectual content of that reform. Though the essence of this task was to obtain a creative synthesis between contemporary human knowledge and the Islamic tradition, yet Islamic traditional knowledge needed to be reviewed as well. This made the process of Islamization a rather complex endeavor. One might argue that Ūlûm al-Millah (Islamic sciences) required more attention in this process. More importantly, however, these sciences and the type of “relevantization” they should achieve would determine the quality of Islamization of human knowledge. Because of this awareness of the position of these sciences in the process, the intellectual leaders of Islamization of human knowledge revised the steps which were suggested by al-Faruqi after the Islamabad conference, 1982ii. In 1995, al-ÑAlwÊnÊ made the ultimate goal of Islamization of human knowledge to be the development of the details of the Qur’anic paradigm of knowledge”. He pointed out the necessary steps to be taken for the realization of that goal.
Moreover, he outlined the framework within which that paradigm could be developed. It should be remembered that out of the six discourses which he suggested for the development of the Qur'ānic paradigm of knowledge, three were closely connected with Ṣaḥīḥ al-Ḍāla’il. The rest of them involved the sources of these sciences in the process of achieving the creative synthesis.

With this new orientation in Islamization of human knowledge there would be a specific need for a serious process of “relevantization” of Ṣaḥīḥ al-Ḍāla’il instead of a mere act that was supposed to establish a relevancy of these sciences to contemporary human knowledge and realities. In this regard, a deep look into Usul al-Ẓādī‘ was considered by al-Ghazālī as the most universal and foundational science of Ṣaḥīḥ al-Ḍāla’il was required for a meaningful process of “relevantization”.

This paper focused on “relevantization” on both levels the theoretical and the practical model of the Department of Usul al-Dīn and Comparative Religion, International Islamic University Malaysia. Obviously, the main line of argument was largely devoted to the process of “relevantization”. However, a considerable space was given to the contribution of “relevantization” to the process of Islamization of human knowledge in general.

It had been recommended that in such a heavily loaded title “Relevantization” of Ṣaḥīḥ al-Ḍāla’il and its contribution to Islamization of Human knowledge, to begin with, one should define the key terms that appeared in it. But then again it could be the case that the inherent ambiguity was an unavoidable one. Thus, the element of clarity could be achieved through the development of considerable amount of literature on the subject-matter rather than a set of essential definitions of these terms. Still, one would like to ask a number of questions regarding both relevantization and Ṣaḥīḥ al-Ḍāla’il. First, what was meant by relevantization in the discourse of Islamic sciences? What could be the essence of tajdīd of Ṣaḥīḥ al-Ḍāla’il? Finally, would the act or the process of tajdīd require a new method of understanding these sciences?

In answering these questions, one should pay special attention to the classification of knowledge as a tool for making sense of the diverse types of sciences. In addition to that there should be a consistent historical narrative that combined all these sciences in one whole cultural framework. Obviously, in the historical Islamic civilization there were a number of doctrines on the classification of knowledge. But when it came to the historical narrative concerning these sciences, one would only identify a few of them as consistent and meaningful. Investigation into some of these historical narratives would reveal the strategies which were taken by these scholars to make these sciences relevant to their social realities. It would equally inform us about the type of consensus among the scholars about issues concerning methods of investigation and most important of all these historical narratives had already identified the permanent aspects of these sciences which were recognized as the core of these sciences; whereas the changeable aspects were considered as closely connected with the Muslim responses to their social and intellectual realities. This identification of the changeable aspects would reveal to us how Muslim scholars in adapting to their historical situations made the permanent aspects of these sciences to respond to historical requirements. This urgent need for a scholarly response would be translated into a set of sciences or modes of explanations in these sciences.

In these changeable aspects of the sciences one could see clearly how these scholars finished the task of relevantization and obviously made these sciences both meaningful and acquired as well a sensible continuation of the legacy. Therefore, the tajdīd of Ṣaḥīḥ al-Ḍāla’il would certainly investigate the way the changeable aspects of these sciences were adapted within a framework of the permanent elements of the sciences as a whole. In this regard, one might in some instances, come to the conclusion that the act of tajdīd required both a fresh look into the main issues and a new method. Clearly, it could equally be suggested that one might think along the lines of how to conduct an inquiry to determine the relationship between relevantization and the reformulation of the changeable aspects of these sciences.

It should be noted that the classification of knowledge would show us what system of arrangement was followed to make a distinction between Ṣaḥīḥ al-Ḍāla’il and philosophical sciences; more to the point how these philosophical sciences were adapted within the general framework of sciences and how some of their methods were adopted in Ṣaḥīḥ al-Ḍāla’il. It could be argued that there would be interesting parallels between the strategies which were followed in the historical Islamic civilization regarding philosophical sciences and the current process of Islamization of human knowledge. From that parallelism one could device strategies for both relevantization of Ṣaḥīḥ al-Ḍāla’il and Islamization of human knowledge. Evidently, this could not be achieved at a single stroke; but rather it had to take a long process to reach a desirable state of maturation. Therefore, both the classification of knowledge and the historical narrative would be regarded as important determinants of the quality of both relevantization of Ṣaḥīḥ al-Ḍāla’il and Islamization of human knowledge.

The starting point for “relevantization” of Islamic sciences would be to reconstruct a meaningful history of these sciences. This would require a careful examination of both the different proposals of...
classification of knowledge which were given by Muslim scholars and specific historical narratives which were reconstructed by these scholars regarding the historical development of these sciences. In some cases both the classification of knowledge and the historical narrative of the development of these sciences could hardly be separated from each other. Evidently, a good example of this combination of classification of knowledge and the narrative of the historical development of sciences in Islamic civilization was given by Ibn Khaldun in his Muqaddimah. In addition to that he drew our attention to the relationship between sciences and crafts in general and Numrān (civilization). In this regard, Ibn Khaldun’s main concern was, how the sciences developed according to the gradual evolution of civilization in specific society. This meant, according to Ibn Khaldun, that at each stage of development there would appear certain type of sciences. Moreover, the appearance of these sciences and their flourish would be equally determined by the stage of civilization of that society. Ibn Khaldun explained why in some parts of the Muslim world, at his time, certain sciences flourished and others declined by utilizing this mode of explanation which was based on the principles of Numrān. Most importantly, perhaps, some of these sciences were essential and necessary for the very existence of that society. Therefore, for Ibn Khaldun, the understanding of the role of these sciences was closely connected with the stage of civilization of that specific society. Accordingly, we could speak of one set of sciences as essential to the existence of that society, but at the same time that type of science would develop according to the needs and the stage of civilization of the society. One could say that Ibn Khaldun developed both his classification of knowledge and the narrative of the historical development of sciences in Islamic civilization within the framework of the science of Numrān. Furthermore, most of his remarks and generalizations about these sciences were solely based on his personal experience and the available information about Muslim scholarship in the Magrib. However, his comparison between the type of scholarship in Magrib and Mashriq of the Muslim world, at his time, reflected a deep knowledge of the development of systems of learning in the Magrib. Although he was of the opinion that scholarship in Magrib stood no comparison with that in the Mashriq, yet the Magrib contributed significantly to some aspects of the general development of both Islamic and philosophical sciences. Therefore, Ibn Khaldun’s line of narrative concerning the development of Islamic and philosophical sciences showed a comprehensive knowledge of the type of scholarship in both Mashriq and Magrib. In parts of this section of the Muqaddimah about the history of sciences when he felt there were some materials which were beyond his reach he would acknowledge that in his narrative and hesitated to make a generalization. Because of his high sense of history, mastery of the craft of historical writing and his reforming zeal of scholarship and educational system, his narrative of the historical development would be useful for the contemporary process of “relevantization” of Islamic sciences.

One might have some misgivings about the choice of Ibn Khaldun’s historical narrative of the development of Islamic sciences because of his limited knowledge of other scholars of Islamic jurisprudence and theology. Further, his Malikite/Asharite commitment was highly visible in his writings. It was equally important, at his time that the real scholarship on Islamic and philosophical sciences was in the Mashriq. Despite all these observations, one could say that Ibn Khaldun was aware of his short-comings and the gaps he had in his knowledge. But he had a theoretical framework based on the science of Numrān and genuine desire to learn from others. These two factors contributed positively to the general make-up of a narrative that is open to new evidence and did not say more than what could be said. Above all, perhaps, Ibn Khaldun knew how to detect the line of development and observed the factors behind decline in Islamic scholarship, more to the point he had good sense for the reform of Islamic educational system. One more important factor in his background was that he travelled extensively in the Magrib and obviously while he was in Egypt he added new information to this part of the Muqaddimah.

**Classification of Knowledge and Relevantization**

The very act of arranging different types of knowledge in a particular order referred to the intent of making that type of knowledge relevant to a specific concern. When al-Imām al-Shāfi‘ī made a distinction between Khabar al-Ñummah and Khabar al-Khālijah, he intended to differentiate between what is certain and what is probable. At his time there was a need to understand how to deal with the traditions of the Prophet. More specifically, what would be the difference in the status of the Sunnah according to its chain of transmission? Should we accept all the corpus of the Sunnah and consider it as binding regardless of its authenticity? When a question like this was made the main concern of the scholars showed that there was a need for classification within the existing body of knowledge. More importantly, the issue of classification though it was within the same type of knowledge, it was about the degree of certainty in understanding that type of knowledge. It should be remembered that al-Imām al-Shāfi‘ī sorted out that...
problem in such a way that those who came after him accepted completely his position on the issue of the Sunnah. More to the point, the whole scholarship was devoted after his work to document the Sunnah in line with the criteria he suggested in his book al-Risālah.\textsuperscript{8vi} The internal classification of the Sunnah according to its degree of authenticity and its relevancy to the Qurʾān made al-Imām al-Shafīʿī\textsuperscript{9} to outline the different stages of Bayān (conspicuous declaration) in the relationship between the Sunnah and the Qurʾān.\textsuperscript{9vi} This became the important aspect of the new knowledge which was later known as the principles of Islamic jurisprudence.

Obviously, the starting point was how to classify the corpus of Sunnah and then how to relate the Sunnah to the Qurʾān. From these two steps emerged an important one which showed how to relate the religious text to new realities which were not directly addressed by it. Al-Imām al-Shafīʿī\textsuperscript{9}’s argument for analogical deduction and his complete rejection of personal preference as a legitimate method of relating the religious text to new social realities identified both what to be considered as the sources of Islamic knowledge and the tools for understanding them as well as how to drive rulings from them.\textsuperscript{9x} It was equally important when he limited the ʿzikmah (wisdom) to the Sunnah, he wanted to rule out the possibility of utilizing or adapting some parts of Greek sciences to Islamic sciences.\textsuperscript{xiv} Therefore, in his classification of knowledge ʿUlūm al-Awlo il (sciences of the Greek, Persians and others) were made irrelevant to Islamic sciences. This led al-Imām al-Shafīʿī\textsuperscript{9} to draw the attention of the scholars to the importance of Bayān and the relevant linguistic tools for understanding the text. Thus, syntactic and semantic analyses of the text were given a considerable amount of energy and interest by the scholars after al-Imām al-Shafīʿī\textsuperscript{9}. All these made the linguistic tools to be an integral part of Islamic sciences, though later on a distinction was made between the sciences of tools i.e. Arabic sciences and sciences concerned with content. The effort of al-Imām al-Shafīʿī\textsuperscript{9} was credited with both making a system of internal classification of Islamic sciences and ruling out the possibility of utilizing alien sciences within the framework of Islamic sciences. Arabic language was seen by him as having its own logic that needed to be understood in order to achieve the required level of understanding the different shades of meanings in the Qurʾān or the Sunnah of the Prophet. Evidently, his reorganizing of Islamic sciences made a significant impact upon those who came after him. Thus, the recurrent theme in any classification of knowledge after him was, essentially, about whether to include or to exclude ʿUlūm al-Awlo il; more to the point was to make the classification based on ʿAql (reason) or ʿAql (tradition). It should be remembered that this did not mean that Islamic sciences which were based primarily on ʿAql that there was no place for reason in these sciences, but rather the distinction was focused on the fact that philosophical sciences were not based on a religious tradition. There the human reason would be taken as the starting point where in Islamic sciences revelation was made as the main sources of knowledge. Therefore, the main difference could be seen between a knowledge enterprise that made its beginning and end the human reason, whereas the other one made revelation, the main source of knowledge without the rejection of reason.

It should be remarked that the end result of al-Imām al-Shafīʿī\textsuperscript{9}’s argument was both to make philosophical sciences irrelevant to Islamic sciences and to focus the attention on the systematization of the corpus of revelation and the linguistic tools of understanding that corpus. By doing so, he made the relevantization process, at his time, to be connected with his classification of knowledge. Evidently, what was done by him had a great impact on the development of knowledge and its classification. This could be derived from the body of literature that had been developed after him. Those who were influenced by the Greek sciences like al-Kindī and al-Farābī developed their own classification of knowledge whereas those who were critical of the Greek sciences devised a new classification of knowledge which was slightly different from what al-Imām al-Shafīʿī\textsuperscript{9} suggested in al-Risālah.\textsuperscript{xvi} One could say that the difference between their position and al-Imām al-Shafīʿī\textsuperscript{9}’s position was based on the level of maturation which was achieved at their time.

A good example as I suggested before was Ibn Khaldūn’s classification of knowledge. At his time a way was devised for how to benefit from the Greek sciences in the development of ʿUlūm al-Millah. A key figure in this regard was al-Imām al-Ghazālī who paved the way for the utilization of an adapted form of logic in the study of ʿUlūm al-Millah.\textsuperscript{xvii} Even he went further to consider the study of logic as a necessary introduction for all sciences.\textsuperscript{xviii}

**Some observations on Ibn Khaldūn’s classification of knowledge**

It was within the framework of the science of umrān that Ibn Khaldūn took account of classification of knowledge. This made his classification of knowledge more significant in the discussion concerning relevantization of ʿUlūm al-Millah. This was because of the fact that his classification of knowledge had been given within a framework that paid attention to civilizational factors. In this regard, knowledge was seen within a social context and its development went hand in hand with the social maturation of the society. The more the society was moving from a simple state
to a complex one that would be reflected in the types of sciences in that society. This axiom was a determinant factor, for Ibn Khaldun’s analysis of sciences and the way he decided to classify them.

The first observation on his classification of knowledge had to do with his distinction of knowledge into knowledge that had been transmitted from one generation to the other which was meant to give that society its self-identity; while the second type of knowledge had to do with the human rational faculty and its mere speculation and experimentation. For the first type of knowledge, Ibn Khaldun identified as the type of knowledge that developed according to revelation which was given to Prophet Muhammad. Ibn Khaldun was of the opinion that each and every nation or civilization would have such a type of knowledge. For the second type of knowledge he pointed to the philosophical sciences. Therefore, his classification had two general divisions. And yet he equally showed how the development of these two divisions of knowledge in the historical Islamic civilization affected each other. Though they were completely separated from each other, according to their origin, yet in the process of adaptation and maturation each one of them had a great impact on the other. This did not mean that the exchange of ideas was not governed by any principles; to the contrary, it was governed by a set of principles from . Ibn Khaldun made an interesting comparison between the position of Arabic language in and the position of logic in the philosophical sciences. Both Arabic and logic were looked at as tools for understanding. This meant that the internal classification of philosophical sciences would differentiate between logic as a tool which could be used in all philosophical sciences and sciences that dealt with content. In addition to logic mathematics was considered in Ibn Khaldun’s classification as a tool that could be used in other sciences. It seemed that Ibn Khaldun in his internal classification of both and philosophical sciences realized the importance of making that distinction between sciences which were concerned with the content or subject matter and those which could be regarded as tools. He carefully showed us how mathematics was used in in calculating the different portions of inheritance. Even some scholars developed a number of mathematical formulas that made the science of inheritance more accurate. The use of mathematics was less problematic than the use of logic in , but by the time of Ibn Khaldun, it seemed logic was fairly adapted in . Because of this, he made that famous distinction in between the position of (early scholars) and (later scholars). Early scholars in Ash’arite theology, according to him, believed that there should be a necessary connection between the validity of the form of argument and the subject-matter, whereas the later scholars separated between the form of the argument and its subject-matter. Therefore, the difference between the earlier scholars and later scholars was not based on the content of articles of faith but rather on the form of argument to be used in their proofs. While the earlier scholars confined themselves to rational arguments based on the sensibility of the Arabic language; later scholars, after the adaptation of the logic in the Arabic language, developed more accurate forms of argumentation. This difference between the early and later scholars was based on the fact that later scholars adapted logic in their proofs and their arguments were more sophisticated compared with the earlier ones. In this regard, Ibn Khaldun emphasized the continuation of the Ash’arite school of theology rather than a seemingly epistemic rupture between the earlier scholars and later ones. He assured us that the difference was based on the form of the proof not on the content of the articles of faith. By doing so, he was able to solve the problem of the utilization of logic in . Therefore, the internal classification of the philosophical sciences adopted by him was an ingenious way of solving the apparent contradiction between the philosophical sciences and . It was because logic or mathematics were considered as tools, then they could be used by . It should be noted that Ibn Khaldun went further in his classification to show that the type of rationality that could be accepted in these philosophical sciences would be the same rationality that would govern the sensibility of . Thus rationality should be considered as a criterion for accepting or rejecting an argument within the boundaries of the philosophical sciences or . Because of this understanding of rationality he rejected magical practices in agricultural sciences. In addition to that he argued for the elimination of Greek metaphysics and astrology from philosophical sciences. In all these the only criterion he used was the inconsistency of these sciences with rationality. Therefore, these sciences were not rejected because they contradicted Islamic beliefs, but because they could not pass the test of rationality. This shows that his sense of rationality was a shared factor between the two kinds of sciences and he equally applied it to them. In line with its tenets he accepted some of the arguments in and rejected others. He completely dismissed positions which were based on mythological accounts on . This position of Ibn Khaldun was particularly important in view of the fact...
that rationality was based on a universal criterion. By taking that position, he drew our attention to the importance of regarding sciences as one whole system. Therefore, the scheme of classification of knowledge was meant to identify the different parts of a system of inter-connected sciences and to emphasize the element of rationality that cut through them. For Ibn Khaldun, that element of rationality could be found in the sciences of tools. These tools would cut across separate sciences in both philosophical sciences as well as Ḳuṭb al-Millah. In this way, he declared that rationality should be regarded as one and the same for all sciences. One could say that his classification of knowledge based on the distinction between Ḳuṭb al-Millah and philosophical sciences was not meant to emphasize two types of rationality, but rather to point to the fact that rationality should be regarded as sharing matrix.

Ibn Khaldun’s strategy for making internal classification within the general line of classification of knowledge between Ḳuṭb al-Millah and philosophical sciences was an important way for emphasizing the unity of knowledge. Thus, the interconnectedness of knowledge in different disciplines was seen by him in the criterion of rationality. This criterion, according to him, should not be considered as the monopoly of one science over the others; but rather it should be regarded as an integral element of each science. Though he drew our attention to the association of this rationality with the sciences of tools, it should be noted that these sciences of tools were governed by the same sense of rationality in other sciences. The only difference could be seen in the fact that these sciences dealt directly with the criterion of rationality and more to the point they focused on the forms of the argument rather than the content.

Finally, these observations on Ibn Khaldun’s classification of knowledge could help in understanding the contemporary process of relevantization of Ḳuṭb al-Millah. This would imply some historical parallelism should be drawn between the classification of knowledge at the time of Ibn Khaldun and the contemporary scholarship of classification of knowledge. Obviously, the most important aspect of this parallelism has to be found on the concept of rationalization. How it could be universalized in such a way that the organization of sciences should follow one type of sensibility? Most importantly, perhaps, the demarcation between the sciences of tools and sciences of content would be of a great significance for the interconnectedness between different types of sciences. These were among the most important parameters for relevantization of Ḳuṭb al-Millah that Ibn Khaldun highlighted in his classification of knowledge. It seemed that the project of relevantization would require both an ability to understand the interconnectedness between all sciences in the scheme of classification of knowledge and a good sense of judgment. Both the ability to see the sense of rationality that cut across these sciences and the sensibility to evaluate these sciences with an ideal scale of values would be the determinant of the quality of relevantization of Ḳuṭb al-Millah. It seemed that relevantization was a continuous undertaking by different scholars and not only scholars of jurisprudence or theology but the major difference in these historical attempts was the quality of relevantization which was achieved at each attempt.

Some observations on Ibn Khaldun’s Historical Narrative
Apart from his theory of Ḳuṭb al-Millah and its impact on sciences, Ibn Khaldun developed a historical narrative which could be particularly useful for relevantization of Ḳuṭb al-Millah. The observations were meant to focus on the textual strategies which were taken by him to give a meaningful narrative of the development of these sciences and the context within which these sciences took place. Obviously, he selected a number of books and leading scholars in each field of study. Most importantly, he evaluated the main works in each discipline and pointed to the line of historical development. In addition to that, he looked into the internal development in leading schools of jurisprudence and theology. By doing so he identified the main issues and the different methods which were used for tackling these central issues. Evidently, his narrative mirrored the intellectual achievement of his time and pointed to the direction to be taken by scholars in order to reform Ḳuṭb al-Millah and adapt philosophical sciences within the general cultural framework.

For understanding such a rich and complex narrative, one should refrain from making any generalization. This remark was not meant to belittle the value of such generalization, but rather to refocus the attention into the details of the narrative. Out of these details, one could see the relevancy of them in making sense of the contemporary efforts of relevantization of Ḳuṭb al-Millah. In this regards, the details were seen as historical decisions which were made at creative moments in the history of these sciences. Of course, this was not meant to include all the details in that narrative; but rather the details that described a turning point or a starting point in the development of a conceptual issue or a methodic direction. All these details were important steps that made Ibn Khaldun’s narrative an historical model for how Ḳuṭb al-Millah gained a continuous relevancy to the social realities of Muslims.

One should give an account of Ibn Khaldun’s narrative by focusing on its general scheme. Then,
most of the suggestions about how to understand these details within that general account would be realized in the way that had been suggested. Obviously, the general account was meant to provide a schematic understanding of Ibn Khaldun’s strategy for writing this part of al-Muqaddimah. One would not like to give a selective interpretation of these details, but rather to keep in mind all the relevant and rich framework within which his narrative advanced a new way to explain the development in ābū al-Millah. To reach that goal, one should regard the starting point in this narrative what Ibn Khaldun decided it to be so. Though he noticed that he was not going to follow an historical criterion, yet his principle to start with sciences according to their proximity to the Qur’Ènic text reflected some historical preference.xxxv Because of this principle the first science, to begin with, was the taht of qirÈÈt (science of the recitation of the Qur’Èn), then the sciences of ĪadÈth and he ended up ābū al-Millah by Nīlīm tašbÈr al-rÈ‘yāh (sciences of dream interpretation)xxxv. In addition to that he went on to give an exposition of sciences of Arabic language which he regarded as tool sciences. It should be noted that he decided to put these sciences after he gave a detailed exposition of his account on how to reform the educational system during his time.xxxv. For the philosophical sciences, after he enumerated them, his exposition of these sciences was based on which one should be accepted and which one should be rejected.xxxv  Apparently, his narrative does not seem to follow one strategy or one historical line.

However, on a careful study of the narrative, it revealed that there were reasons behind that arrangement. Ibn Khaldun’s message was about the interconnectedness of knowledge, when he decided to put philosophical sciences right after ābū al-Millah this meant to emphasize the unity of knowledge. By leaving the sciences of Arabic language at the end though their natural place would be immediately after ābū al-Millah, he reinforced the distinction between sciences of content and sciences of tool. Furthermore, though logic was considered as a science of tool, yet it was discussed within the philosophical sciences; indeed, it was given the priority over other philosophical sciences.xxxviii Therefore, one could say that he equally emphasized the importance of logic among the philosophical sciences and its relevance for all sciences. Both ābū al-Millah and the philosophical sciences required a deep understanding of logic. The way he organized the sciences in an ordinal fashion and then decided to give logic a significant status among them, was meant to send a message which emphasized that logic should be regarded as a methodic tool for all sciences. Evidently, this echoed al-Ghazālī’s assertion regarding logic.xxxix The type of logic he was dealing with was completely adapted within the cultural framework of Islam; it was no longer an alien science. Therefore, at the time of Ibn Khaldun, the assertion of al-Ghazālī about logic as being an inseparable introduction for all sciences, was well received and became part of the educational system.xli

For Ibn Khaldun’s narrative no compromise was accepted wherever the doctrine of Ahl al-Sunnah wa al-Jama’ah was concerned. Because of this position his narrative reflected the sensibility of the main stream Islam. He equally argued for the reasons behind his choice and showed how insignificant the contributions of both the ḬbedÈ and Ḭthna AshrÈ to the main Islamic sciences.xlii Moreover how their political domination over Egypt, during their era, disrupted the development of main stream Islam in that part of the Muslim world. The ḪsmÈilÈ presence in Egypt, according to Ibn Khaldun, caused serious disruptions for several years concerning educational development. This was detrimental to the normal development of ShÈfnÈ jurisprudence and other sciences of main stream Islam in Egypt.xlii Thus, one could safely say that Ibn Khaldun’s narrative was chiefly concerned with the doctrine of Ahl-al-Sunnah wa al-JamÈnÈ in ābū al-Millah. However, when he dealt with philosophical sciences, he adopted a more inclusive strategy and a broad vision. There even the contributions of non-Muslims to these sciences within Islamic civilization were highly regarded; and especially when he discussed medical sciences, he was of the opinion that the Prophet’s assertions on medicine should not be considered as part of his vocation as a Messenger of Allah; rather these assertions, according to Ibn Khaldun, were made out of his own personal judgment as an Arab who was familiar with the customs of his time.xliii

Once again one could say that Ibn Khaldun was strictly governed by the requirements of rationality. This led him to view all the ĪadÈth literature on medicine under what he called ṢÈnyyan tilÈNarab (Arab customs).xliiv One might not agree with Ibn Khaldun in his generalization on the Prophetic medical literature, but his position in this regard, showed his strategy to develop an historical narrative that differentiate between what should be considered as part of revelation and hence could be considered as part of ābū al-Millah and on the other side, those sciences which should be viewed as part of philosophical sciences. Then, they should be strictly regulated by the tenets of rationality. This narrative verve of Ibn Khaldun might not be appreciated by some who would like to draw a definitive line of demarcation between philosophical sciences and ābū al-Millah.

He continued his historical narrative following the same strategy of focusing on the interconnectedness of
these sciences through the canon of rational thinking. Because of this it is rather expected to make an assertion on the Prophetic medical literature in the section which was devoted to medicine within the division of philosophical sciences. This meant that medical literature should be considered as one whole unit regardless of its sources. Furthermore, it should be remarked that he decided to conclude his historical narrative on philosophical sciences by two sections on what he designated as FÈ IbÈlî al-Falasafah wa FasÈd Muntahilha (The Falsification of Philosophy and the inconsistency of its follower). The second section was on the falsification of astrology as a profession and how weak its bases and inconsistent its objectives. These two sections do not have parallel in his historical narrative regarding ŇUlÊm al-Millah. By having them that way he decided to make a distinction between philosophical sciences and professions connected to them on the one side, and those who regarded philosophy as an ideology by giving a public support to it as a belief system. While philosophical sciences were generally accepted by Ibn Khaldun, the advocacy of philosophy and its metaphysical system was completely rejected by him. Moreover, he took the same position with regard to astrology. Therefore, one could state that in his narrative concerning philosophical sciences he decided to follow a strategy that is both inclusive and invariably regulated by the tenets of rationality. This strategy made a great contribution for understanding the different parts of sciences in Islamic civilization. In addition to that one could say with that line of narrative Ibn Khaldun provided us with a compelling evidence for the interconnectedness of sciences in Islamic civilization. Although the details of his narrative regarding ŇUlÊm al-Millah were different from those of the philosophical sciences, yet the general line of his account reflected a sense of unity in diversity among these sciences. The noticeable feature of his narrative that all these sciences represent the human sensibility, therefore, whenever a science or a profession deviated from that rationality it should be abandoned completely.

Since the main focus is on the relevantization of ŇUlÊm al-Millah the following observations will be confined to these sciences. According to Ibn Khaldun’s narrative one should know how the sources of ŇUlÊm al-Millah came into existence. From this understanding of the formation of the sources and the sciences that accompanied their formation, he felt there would be a dire need for the development of the sciences of commentaries. This required a review of the historical materials of the interpretations of the sources. He pointed to the line of development of the science of tafsÈr and how it turned from an immediate reflection on the QurÈnic text into a more sophisticated craft. In this regard his main criticism of the early materials of tafsÈr was focused on the IsrÈ-ÈliyÈt. He pointed to the fact that these materials were based on faulty oral traditions inherited from companions of the Prophet who were once Jews. Because of their insufficient knowledge of the Torah most of their statements were based on oral tradition. Therefore, the need for an updated tafsÈr should be the main concern of Muslim scholarship to rectify this problem and others. He reached this conclusion after a thorough investigation of the development of the tafsÈr literature. In all this he emphasized the point that tafsÈr should be regarded as an open ended academic venture; each generation due to their historic situation and urban development would be able to contribute to this type of ŇUlÊm al-Millah. Thus, he invited the generations to come to learn from what had been developed and to critically contribute their part.

With regard to the Sunnah, Ibn Khaldun followed the same line of argument and drew our attention to the importance of the commentaries on the ÙadÈth literature. There, he was concerned with developing a commentary on al-BukhÈrÈ’sSaalÈl. He suggested that it should be the main focus of the ŇUlamÈ of his time to come up with a worthy commentary of al-BukhÈrÈ’s work. According to Ibn Khaldun, this worthy champion of al-BukhÈrÈ’s text could yet to come, thus, once again for him the interpretation of the ÙadÈth literature in general should be regarded as an open ended intellectual enterprise. There would never be a final say on these sources, but rather each generation should exert their utmost capacity to reflect on these sources. For Ibn Khaldun the quality of their
reflection would be determined by both their historic situation and urban development.

It should be remarked that *Fiqh* and its related sciences were given more attention in Ibn Khaldun’s narrative. Because of this it occupied a central place in *Nyūlēm al-Millah* in terms of scope and significance for all aspects of human life and society. He reminded us that *Fiqh* was not known as a technical term during the time of the companions, but rather those who were engaged in this activity were known as al-Qurrā (readers). This was largely due to the historical situation and urban development of that era. Later on *Fiqh* became a terminology that signified a similar activity by the next generations. This showed that though the terminology might differ, yet the content of the intellectual endeavor would be exactly the same. Thus the qurrā among the companions their role was taken by the *Fugah* like Abu ḥanīfah and Mālik. The only difference, according to Ibn Khaldun, was largely due to the terminology and the degree of urban development. In this regard, he clarified the mistake of some who did not observe this fact in their understanding of the term *Farā'id* (obligations) which later had a definitive meaning related to the science of inheritance laws. A *Iadāth* narrated on the authority of Abu Hurayrah stated that *al-Farā'id* is half of Islamic knowledge. Those who were concerned with this science (*al-Farā'id*) argued in favor of its importance by referring to the *Iadāth*. Ibn Khaldun, pointed to the fact that the meaning of *Farā'id* in the *Iadāth* meant *Fiqh* as a whole and not only inheritance laws. This for him had been regarded as a good example of misunderstanding the development of terminology throughout the history of *Nyūlēm al-Millah*.

For him the main schools of jurisprudence were the *ḥanīfah* and Mālikī, though he was a Mālikī, yet he had high regards for *ḥanīfah* jurisprudence. This was due to the fact that *ḥanīfah* jurisprudence was more urban compared with Mālikī system of learning. In addition to that *qiṣāṣ* (analogical reasoning) was more developed among the *ḥanīfah* scholars, whereas Mālikī scholars excelled in developing an *Edhār* based tradition of *Fiqh*. However, Ibn Khaldun, showed us in his historical narrative how the Mālikī school was constantly engaged with the *ḥanīfah* school. This led to the development of a number of Mālikī compendium based on a comparison between Mālikī and *ḥanīfah* jurisprudence. One should not overlook the thoroughness with which he tackled the development of Mālikī School of jurisprudence. Obviously, the message behind this was to emphasize the relationship between *Fiqh* and the stage of urban development. He insisted that the development in *Fiqh* and its related sciences was completely based on the technical terminologies while the content was kept intact. Thus, he meant to say despite the sophistication which was reflected in the technical terminologies of *Fiqh* sciences, content wise these sciences were all the same.

Although he devoted a significant space for both *Nyūlēm al-Kalēm* and *tašawwuf*, yet his line of argument was to purify these sciences from the negative impact of philosophical sciences and other influences on them. In this regard, he identified the parts of these sciences which should be held in high esteem and other parts which should be criticized and abandoned completely. In these sciences, he felt that there were elements that did not develop according to the tenets of Islamic knowledge. For him the line of development regarding these two sciences was negatively influenced by both Greek metaphysics and *Shāhīd* issues. Thus, it had been recommended by him that we should be aware of these elements and deal with them intelligently. Finally, the science of dream interpretation, though it was considered by him as a new development in Islamic knowledge, it did have the basis in the sources and it continued to grow within the Islamic parameters.

Ibn Khaldun’s narrative addressed issues which were strongly related to the contemporary process of relevantization of *Nyūlēm al-Millah*. Indeed, he developed a set of strategies and arguments for the general review of these sciences. The line of development in these sciences, according to him, should carefully make a distinction between the content of these sciences and their changeable terminologies. More to the point the status of these sciences were not of the same degree. Some of these sciences were regarded as *Iṣārāt* (necessary), while other were considered as *Iṣārāt* or *taṣīrāt* (required or luxury sciences respectively). In addition to that he highlighted the fact that these sciences were interconnected. These interrelationships among them were reflected in the activities of the main *Fugah* who contributed to the development of the different branches of *Nyūlēm al-Millah*. Finally, he pointed to the fact that in dealing with these sciences and obviously philosophical sciences, the learner needed to develop the *malakah* (intellectual capacity) to be considered as a scholar in these sciences. Therefore, for Ibn Khaldun, this intellectual capacity and not the details of the sciences should be the major concern of the educational system. By focusing on it the process of relevantization could be achieved in a proper way. One could say that the accumulation of Islamic learning which solely based on the development of technical terminologies, according to Ibn Khaldun, might be a real hindrance for a learner. Unless one could make a distinction between the permanent content of these sciences and their changeable terminologies, one would not be able to make a real contribution to these sciences.
capacity, for Ibn Khaldun, was highly regarded in order to make sense of these sciences and to develop them accordingly.

**From Ibn Khaldun to Islamization of Human Knowledge (IOHK) Project**

Both Ibn Khaldun’s classification of knowledge and his historical narrative were relevant to the project of IOHK. Though the project of IOHK officially started with the 1977 Makkah Conference on education, the idea of educational reform based on IOHK was put forward many years prior to that conference. However, the conference provided an important platform to make a joint effort in this regard.\(^{19}\) It might be argued that Ibn Khaldun’s ideas about educational reform were completely different from the ideas mooted in 1977 conference on education concerning IOHK. This was, largely, due to the fact that the vantage point of 1977 conference was the bifurcation of the educational system in Muslim countries into traditional Islamic madrasah and modern secular education. Obviously, this was unthinkable during the time of Ibn Khaldun. Therefore, any parallelism to be drawn between Ibn Khaldun’s suggestions and the IOHK project should be sensitive to the historical gap and the substantial changes in the educational systems. Despite all this both IOHK and Ibn Khaldun’s suggestions focused on the importance of the interconnectedness of sciences and the association of NÜElÈm al-Millah with the identity of Islamic civilization. Though any assertion in NÜElÈm al-Millah its test of validity should be based on the same tenets of rationality that would govern an assertion in any other science, the only difference between the sciences of NÜElÈm al-Millah and other sciences would be that they are based on the revealed sources. This principle was shared by both Ibn Khaldun and those who committed their intellectual efforts for IOHK project. Furthermore the interconnectedness of sciences is equally a shared concern for both.

From the previous account on Ibn Khaldun, one could say that analogical deduction was given a central place in both NÜElÈm al-Millah and philosophical sciences. This was because it had been viewed as the only valid rational tool; while the other tools analysis were both criticized and sidelined. However, the project of IOHK focused its criticism on analogical deduction as a viable tool of analysis.\(^{15}\) This, perhaps, might point to the real methodic difference between Ibn Khaldun’s suggestions and IOHK project. Nonetheless, a form of a wider analogical deduction was suggested by the scholars of IOHK, instead of the textual based one. Whether it was a classical form of analogical deduction or the new suggested form, it should be added that the scholars of IOHK would emphasize the need for Islamic worldview as the framework within which these tools of analysis would function. This had to be connected with the fact that both Ibn Khaldun and the scholars of IOHK had high regards for al-Ghazûlî and his efforts to reform both NÜElÈm al-Millah and the educational system. Though Ibn Khaldun was not directly regarded by the scholars of IOHK, one could say that through the constant presence of al-Ghazûlî and similar appreciation of his efforts by both of them, Ibn Khaldun’s contributions might filter through to IOHK literature.

This would lead us to suggest that Ibn Khaldun’s relevantization of NÜElÈm al-Millah was a major step in the task of unifying the different sciences in one whole body of knowledge. Needless to say, the same undertaking was the main concern of IOHK scholars. As I indicated earlier, a parallelism in this regard that did not pay attention to the major differences might not be useful. But still, this point of similarity would mark an important space on how to learn from the rich intellectual history which was reconstructed by Ibn Khaldun. Although the scholars of IOHK after 1977 conference realized the major difference between them regarding their position on NÜElÈm al-Millah, both of the two camps agreed on the need to Islamize social and natural sciences. Those who anchored themselves in the sufi tradition and made the starting point NÜElÈm al-Millah were very critical of those who dismissed *tasawwuf*.\(^{10}\) However, those who were critical of *tasawwuf* and felt that there should be a reform that would engulf both NÜElÈm al-Millah and social sciences; went further to suggest a creative synthesis between these sciences as the necessary step for a meaningful reform.\(^{19a}\)

After 1977 conference Syed Ali Ashraf observed that the school of thought that developed on the issue of IOHK was divided into two groups.\(^{10x}\) One which provided intellectual leadership for Islamabad conference on Islamization of knowledge that resulted in the document which was edited by Ismaïl al-FârEqÈ, and the continued academic efforts which were led by Syed Naqib al-Attas, Syed Hussein Nasar and Syed Ali Ashraf.\(^{10y}\) The main point of difference between these two groups, according to Syed Ali Ashraf, was their view on *tasawwuf*. While the first group showed a negative view on the place of *tasawwuf* in Islamic sciences and life; the second group viewed *tasawwuf* as a genuine Islamic science and the core of both Islamic metaphysics and axiology. In addition to this Ashraf emphasized that the starting point for IOHK should be to crystallize the major ideas and concepts from Islamic sources.\(^{10w}\) These, then, were the most important differences between the two groups. It should be noted that while the document of Islamabad drew our attention to the practical side of IOHK and suggested a concrete action plan to be followed in this regard which would result in a university text-book, it equally outlined the methodological framework within which the text-book should be written.\(^{10x}\) Though it
gave the impression that the new knowledge that would develop from the creative synthesis could largely be seen as neither the social nor natural sciences as we knew them, nor as a continuation of *NUIEm al-Millah*, it equally emphasized the need for both reforming *NUIEm al-Millah* and adapting social and natural sciences in one whole body of knowledge. Furthermore, analogical deduction and the methodology of *UlEi al-Fiqh* in particular was vehemently criticized and consequently rendered ineffective in the new project of reform*lix*. Because of this Ashraf felt that this would marginalize the tradition and superimpose alien terminologies and concepts on it*lxvi*. And yet within al-FarEqÊ’s group, al-NAlwEnÊ agreed that *UlEi al-Fiqh* methodology should be the method to be followed for Islamization of human knowledge. It should be noted that analogical deduction, according to al-NAlwEnÊ, could be adapted to serve that intellectual endeavor. Though this position was not accepted by the school, an interest in wider form of analogical deduction was developed and a shift of emphasis was made by a reference to *MaqÊlãd al-SharÊNah* and it’s both methods of thematic induction and a wider form of analogical deduction*lxviii*.

The tragic and untimely death of al-FarEqÊ was a serious blow to the project. Because of this the project suffered a major setback in term of its intellectual leadership and the content of its outcome. After ten years of a hard work and extensive intellectual exchange al-NAlwEnÊ advanced a new set of agenda for the project. This new orientation was based on the research of Haj Hamad who was attached to the main office of the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT), Henredon, Virginia*lxix*. Though al-NAlwEnÊ gave a fair assessment of Islamabad document, he equally emphasized the need for a genuine reform of Islamic sciences. For him the main concern should be the development of Islamic paradigm of knowledge*lxx*. This could be established by the discovery of the QurÊEnic epistemology which should be based on the combination of the two readings. Taken together the reading of the universe and reading of the revelation would constitute the essence of the QurÊEnic epistemology, according to al-NAlwEnÊlxxix. But before such a reading which would combine both in a one synthetic reading, there should be a number of discourses regarding the methods of dealing with the Quran, the Sunnah, Islamic tradition and Western knowledge. The culmination of all these would contribute to the establishment of the Islamic paradigm of knowledge*lxxx*. By doing so, Muslim scholars would contribute significantly to the solution of the crisis in method which was a direct result of secular humanism failure in the domain of epistemology. For al-NAlwEnÊ, secular humanism attempts to solve the epistemic crisis of humanity was doomed to failure. This was, largely, due to its imbalance and lack of comprehensiveness in understanding the methodic problem. Therefore, Islamization of human knowledge should be based on an alternative paradigm of knowledge which should neither be based on the rejection of metaphysics nor the empirical world. Rather it could come up with a comprehensive understanding of both in one unified and balanced method*lxxvii*. These six discourses on method which were suggested by al-NAlwEnÊ in his proposal focused our attention on the need for a methodic reform regarding *NUIEm al-Millah*lxxviii*. Most importantly, it emphasized the dire need for a method to govern the relationship with Western tradition of knowledge in particular or sciences that had been produced by other civilizations in general. Apparently, the type of rationality in these six discourses where three of them were closely related to *NUIEm al-Millah* and one was devoted to alien sciences should be one and the same. Therefore, these four discourses governed by the principles of the methodology of the two readings would constitute the essential elements of the Islamic paradigm of knowledge. Perhaps, some might have misgivings about the usage of the term paradigm. But al-NAlwEnÊ, in line with the emphasis of IOHK on the importance of universality of both knowledge and ethics, would not agree to the classification of the Islamic paradigm as historical and relativistic in nature. Rather, he acknowledged the historical and relative elements within this paradigm as changeable elements, whereas the permanent ones represented the main principles of the QurÊEn. In addition to that al-NAlwEnÊ realized the importance of emphasizing the universality of this paradigm. Indeed it was meant to solve the civilizational problem of humanity. With all these efforts al-NAlwEnÊ recruited a number of Muslim intellectuals and learned *UlÊlamÊ* to develop the essential parameters of these six discourses. His effort was a well-meaning attempt to be helpful in establishing the Islamic paradigm of knowledge. The main and unexpected difficulties that the proposal faced were that it was neither well received by the academics in IIUM, nor it generated a satisfactory intellectual curiosity among the *Ummah*lxxix. It should be remarked that during this time Abu Sulyman was the Rector of IIUM. Obviously, at that time, the real test of success or failure of new ideas regarding IOHK would be their acceptance or adaptation in IIUM academic circles. Though al-NAlwEnÊ tried very hard to advance this new orientation, it certainly fell on deaf ears*lxxx*. One could argue that this new orientation in IOHK unlike al-FarEqÊ’s proposal was more general and was
much less about the direct objectives of IOHK. It rather was an ambitious intellectual endeavor that could only be articulated by a scholar who is well-grounded in both *Nülüm al-Millah* and social sciences. Perhaps, the coming generation of scholars of IOHK would be more qualified to carry out such an historical task. However, it should be noted that al-ْNَالْوْنَ إِلَٰٓ ُّهُ بُنِّيَاءٌ’s proposal drew our attention to a more comprehensive line of investigation regarding the reform of *Nülüm al-Millah*. The reform could not be achieved by a re-reading of *Nülüm al-Millah* or an historical reconstruction of its legacy, but rather by a new unified reading of the data of revelation and the data of the empirical world. This certainly would require a new curriculum and methodic strategies. One could ask about the implication of this new orientation on *Nülüm al-Millah*. Evidently, straight answer to this would be no body could be able to know neither the dynamics of this venture nor its end results. Because of this uncertainty it would be quite difficult to implement this proposal in an institutional set up. One way of developing such initiative to its logical end could be through informal structures and personal efforts. This might lead to a gradual accumulation of literature which could find its way in formal institutions. It was, perhaps, these concerns that led both al-ْFarِةٌ إِلَٰٓ ُّهُ and Abu Sulyman to emphasize the practical aspects of the project. Their outline or the five principles which would provide a theoretical framework for the IOHK could lead to the new orientation of al-ْNَالْوْنَ إِلَٰٓ ُّهُ بُنِّيَاءٌ’s proposal. It might be argued that the nature of Islamabad Conference and the participants could not favor such a highly theoretical proposal for IOHK.

It should be remarked that during the heyday of reforming al-Azhar, Muhammad Abdu suggested the introduction of the Muqaddimah of Ibn Khaldun in the curriculum[^xxviii]. In addition to that the reformation of al-Azhar was based on al-Ghazālī’s position on sciences which was equally emphasized by Ibn Khaldun in his *Muqaddimah*.[^xxix] Furthermore, Abdu’s famous work entitled *al-Tawlīd* depended on Ibn Khaldun’s summary of *Nīlūm al-Kalām*.[^xxx] All these alluded to the fact that Ibn Khaldun was part and parcel of the reform agenda. However, IOHK project touched the real nerve of the problem. While the issue of teaching alien sciences dominated the scene during the early days of the educational reform movement, in Islamabad conference the real issue was about the Islamization of human knowledge itself. This task was parallel to the work of al-Ghazālī and others in their adaptation of scientific products of alien sciences into the Islamic framework. By the time of Ibn Khaldun both his historical narrative of sciences in Islamic civilization and classification of knowledge became possible because of the efforts of al-Ghazālī and his likes. Similar to that intellectual endeavor the IOHK project drew our attention to the need for a more fundamental reform. Al-ْFarِةٌ إِلَٰٓ ُّهُ, after reviewing the contemporary attempts for reform, stated that:

“It is high time for the scholars of Islam to disown such failure and harmful methods of educational reform”. For them the reform of education is the Islamization of modern knowledge itself, a task identified in character with, though greater in scope than that undertaken by our ancestors who digested the knowledge of their time and produced the Islamic legacy of culture and civilization[^xxxi].

Evidently, al-ْFarِةٌ إِلَٰٓ ُّهُ anchored the IOHK project in the legacy of al-Ghazālī and his likes and equally was very critical of the contemporary efforts of reform. For him these attempts of adding alien sciences to the existing Islamic sciences were both ill-informed about the nature of these alien sciences and were not aware of the methodic challenge of modernity to Islamic tradition of learning[^xxxii]. Though al-ْFarِةٌ إِلَٰٓ ُّهُ and Abu Sulyman did not go into the minute details of the relevantization of *Nülüm al-Millah* in their pamphlet on Islamization of knowledge after Islamabad conference, they devoted a considerable intellectual effort on both educational strategies for relevantization and specific works on the subject-matter.

Al-ْFarِةٌ إِلَٰٓ ُّهُ took the project of IOHK a stage further. He spared no effort to realize the recommendations of Islamabad conference. It should be remembered that the two major works which he finished after that conference were entitled “*Tawlīd* and Its Implications on Thought and Life”[^xxxiii] and “The Cultural Atlas of Islam”[^xxxiv]. These works were exactly the main projects which were recommended by the conference for the realization of IOHK in the institutions of higher learning. The first work was meant to serve as the basis for Islamic worldview, whereas the second one was to provide the substantive materials for the university text-book that should be taught to all university students. Perhaps, al-ْFarِةٌ إِلَٰٓ ُّهُ would love to see these two books translated to all Islamic languages and utilized as the foundation for the educational reform. Abu Sulyman, few years after Islamabad conference, took the challenges of re-establishing IIUM along the lines of the IOHK project, when he was invited by the Malaysian Government to become the second Rector. His main achievement was to establish the Kulliyyah of Islamic Revealed Knowledge and Human Sciences on the principle of integration of knowledge[^xxxv]. This experiment was the culmination of the different processes of IOHK. There was a certain novelty value in its approach. It marked definitive change in both the way IOHK project was conceived and the implementation procedures it should take. This turned the intellectual debate into the practical aspects of developing academic structures.
that would facilitate the implementation of integration of knowledge in a university set up. Though still the theoretical issues of IOHK were given due attention, the main focus was shifted towards the pragmatic and practical issues of educational programs. In this regard, issues connected with theory of knowledge or the sources of knowledge could be discussed so long as they contribute directly to the problems of developing a curriculum which had been based on Islamic worldview.

This shift in the debate about IOHK was meant to set up a model for reforming higher education. The prototype which would emerge from this experiment was supposed to redefine the meaning of knowledge along the lines of the Islamic worldview. Certainly, universal aspects of this worldview would be at the core of the whole process. In addition to that the type of rationality which would govern this process would obviously retain all the universalistic aspects of rationality. Though the priority of this experiment was to develop a prototype for universities in the Muslim world, the real success of the experiment would be its acceptance as a new alternative for secular humanism in institutions of higher learning. This way the claim for universalism could be realized on a meaningful concept of Islamic humanism that would universalize the normative dimension of educational institutions.

After 20 years of the experiment the real achievement was much less about the volume of research it produced during these years but rather the number of graduates who went through the academic structures which were set up under the principle of integration of knowledge. The most affected by this experiment were the students who were majoring in Islamic Revealed Knowledge departments. These students studied ُنُعَيْم ال‌ملال within a framework that taught social sciences from a critical perspective. By now, the majority of the academic staff in Islamic Revealed Knowledge departments were the graduates of this experiment. Clearly, then, the new breed of academic actors would be in a better position to carry out a form of relevantization of ُنُعَيْم ال‌ملال. More to the point the criticism of analytical syllogism which were made by Abu Sulyman and al-Farēq required a new methodology for ُنُعَيْم ال‌ملال. This new method was a more wider type of syllogism which was less based on the formal aspect of analogical deduction but rather based on the axiologic aspect. In this regard, it would be a comparison between two societies based on a set of shared values. Obviously it could not be based on one case from the traditional Islamic society and a similar one from the contemporary society. This type of analogy was rendered by Abu Sulyman as baseless9xxxviii.

As the result of this new development in the method of ُنُعَيْم ال‌ملال the process of relevantization was refocused on ُماَيْث الدُّشائاح where analogical deduction was substituted with a wider analogical comparison that transcended the case to case analogy to a societal type to type analogy. This opened the way for a new discussion on systematization of values of the ُشائاح. This could equally be informed by the type of urban development of the Muslim societies as suggested by Ibn Khaldun. Most importantly, these processes of relevantization could add new sciences to ُنُعَيْم ال‌ملال and drop some of the existing sciences in accordance with the classification of these sciences. Those sciences which were considered as part of the necessary sciences would be given the lead to reshape other sciences and respond to the social realities of Muslim societies. This could create new dynamics which would create new sciences that would be classified as ُإجَأ and ُتَسَلَّنَث sciences. However, the corpus of the existing sciences of ُنُعَيْم ال‌ملال could be regarded as the history of these sciences. This historical corpus would always form the tradition within which both the necessary sciences of ُنُعَيْم ال‌ملال and the new sciences that could emerge from the interaction between the necessary sciences and the new social realities. It should be remembered that a significant number of postgraduate students at the Departments of Islamic Revealed Knowledge became more and more interested in applied Islamology. This phenomenon signaled that social facts drew the attention of these researchers. In addition to that their training was no longer focused on textual studies; but rather the new method of wider analogical deduction and the critical framework of social sciences provided a new dynamic. Though the majority of the postgraduate students would choose the Department of ُFiqh and ُعَيْل ال‌فسح, the Department of ُعَيْل ال‌ذنَن and Comparative Religion was entrusted to teach courses on research methodology and Islamization of knowledge to all Islamic Revealed Knowledge departments. The three departments of Islamic Revealed Knowledge were originally meant to create a framework for Islamic revealed knowledge that would both foster the process of integration of knowledge within Islamic sciences and with social sciences. By doing so gradually the walls between these disciplines would ultimately disappear and a new system of knowledge would evolve where the rationality based on Islamic worldview could govern the processes of creating new knowledge. It should be noted that the danger of maintaining the status quo would always be the real challenge for such a project. Where conservatism and resistance to change among both the guardians of Islamic sciences and social sciences would create obstacles that could slow down the process or divert the attention away from the real issues. In this regard, a constant training was held for
academics from both disciplines to elevate their awareness and co-opt them into specific committees in the project of integration of knowledge.

Since the Department of Ulūl al-Dīn and Comparative Religion was given a leading role in both exercises of integration of knowledge and relevantization of Nūlīm al-Millah, it would certainly help to pay attention to the major principles behind the setting of this department. Religion, in this department, had been regarded as a life force. Where values and descriptive aspects of religious phenomenon were studied as a unified whole. The theoretical framework which was developed by al-Farāqī regarding the principles of evaluation of a religious phenomenon in a comparatists setting had been criticized, adapted and developed by the faculty members of this department. A number of postgraduate dissertations were either directly written about al-Farāqī’s contribution to the study of religious phenomenon or utilized his methodology for the study of other religions. Al-Farāqī’s presence was not confined to the department of Ulūl al-Dīn and Comparative Religion alone, his intellectual and academic contribution was equally felt throughout the rest of the departments of the Kulliyah. This was meant to emphasize both logical and axiological presence of his articulation of the principle of IOHK. Though Abu Sulyman was the driving force behind these efforts and he both participated in their articulation and obviously in their creative implementation in a university programs, yet at the early stages al-Farāqī was always referred to in the discussions ins and outs. At a later stage, Abu Sulyman was credited with the insistence of the development of new methodology for Nūlīm al-Millah and the criticism of analogical deduction. It might be the case that when IOHK was transformed from a university-in-speech to practical programs in a real university Abu Sulyman realized the type of the new challenges. He carefully reorganized the possibilities and set up new principles for the project. The principle of integration of knowledge and the structure upon which it operated showed both the creativity and farsightedness of Abu Sulyman.

From Ulūl al-Dīn to Systematization of Values

It should be repeated that IIUM championed the cause of IOHK since its inception in 1983, and consistently worked for the realization of that cause in its academic programs. Although the heyday of IOHK was during the 90s, the university continued to support the activities of IOHK. During the 90s it was realized how much important of Maqālīd al-Sharī‘ah was for reforming Islamic education. A number of publications were made by the university or through the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT). In addition to that research by postgraduate students was encouraged on issues related to Maqālīd al-Sharī‘ah and its application on contemporary socio-economic realities in Muslim societies. All these efforts, later on, resulted in an unprecedented rise in the number of postgraduate dissertations on Maqālīd al-Sharī‘ah. Moreover, an international conference was held by the university on Maqālīd al-Sharī‘ah and an academic circle was formed for the study of al-Shī‘īībī’s work entitled “Al-Muwafaqīt fī Ulūl al-Sharī‘ah”. As the result, thematic induction as research tool was hotly debated. At the center of the debate was how al-Shī‘īībī adapted induction in the study of Maqālīd al-Sharī‘ah; more to the point what was the strategy taken by al-Shī‘īībī to develop a thematic form of inductive method. Because of which he argued for Maqālīd al-Sharī‘ah in a rational and consistent way.

All should agree, by now, that at the core of the debate on thematic induction or Maqālīd al-Sharī‘ah in general was a dire effort for systematization of the values of the Sharī‘ah. The connection between Ulūl al-Dīn and Maqālīd al-Sharī‘ah was made clear by the intellectual activities of Ibn Nūshīr in his work entitled Maqālīd al-Sharī‘ah where he criticized al-Shī‘īībī for not doing enough to utilize thematic induction in deriving the principles of Maqālīd al-Sharī‘ah. For Ibn Nūshīr the correct approach was to utilize the forms of arguments developed by the Mutakallimīn for the realization of certainty in reaching the principles of Maqālīd al-Sharī‘ah. This drew the attention for an integrated approach to legality and axiology. Though the main domain of Maqālīd al-Sharī‘ah was legality, this new orientation pointed to the fact that axiology should be taken as the foundation for any theorization on legality. Since axiology was taken as the major aspect of Ulūl al-Dīn, the new efforts were meant to emphasize both the need for an integrative approach to the dichotomy of legality/axiology and a shift of interest into systematization of values. This new approach would certainly not abandon the issues of Ulūl al-Dīn, but rather all the theological tools would be needed for the systematization process. This change in position from theological debates on the relationship between the attributes of God and His essence to discovering values and regarding the attributes of God as the fountain of values helped a great deal the new orientation to connect IOHK project with a more universal and practical endeavor.

By this point, one should emphasize that research in Maqālīd al-Sharī‘ah within the university reached the conclusion that this academic endeavor could essentially be about the systematization of values. These values should not be regarded as only Islamic values, but rather they are universal values. This was the way it was seen by classical scholars of Islamic jurisprudence. They argued for the position that each
of the Five Kulliyya (Five essential values of Sharā'īnah) as universal ethical values. These values were carefully considered by all civilized people. The hierarchy of these values might differ from one group to the other, but their presence as essential values for the very existence of the human society had been highly regarded throughout the history. This was the position which was taken by leading classical scholars of Islamic jurisprudence when they argued for Maqālid al-Sharā'īnah as a theoretical tool for the systematization of values in Islamic rulings. From this main postulate, they emphasized the ethical position that took into consideration the axiological hierarchy that the ethics of intent should be regarded as the basis for the ethics of action. Therefore, in the evaluation of the human act a critical examination should be leveled against the ethics of intent for a meaningful understanding of the valuational judgment on that act. This consequently assumed that the human will should determine the ethicality of the act.

By doing so, Maqālid al-Sharā'īnah could be the source for advancing a set of ethical principles that would govern the process of systematization of values. Admittedly, one had to have a clear understanding of the nature of these valuational principles in order that the systematization of values could be reached on different levels. In this regard, one should keep his eyes firmly fixed on the postulate that the realm of axiology is part of the metaphysical realm. This would mean that values are relational to humans and not relative to them. As a result, human could have the capacity to discover values and not make them. Consequently, this would lead one to subscribe to the view that the human being is the bridge between the physical and the metaphysical worlds. This position of the human being would ultimately define who we are and how values could enter the realm of the material world. By having this conviction on values and their realization in the material world one would uphold the distinction between values in-themselves and their material actualization or realization in specific human action. While values should be regarded as metaphysical entities their realization would certainly be part of this world. This distinction ought to be kept in mind for the sake of making sense of the fact that value as such is indivisible, whereas are its realization would take multiple forms.

In addition to these axiological postulates and suppositions which should be accepted for building up a set of valuational principles for the systematization process; one should firmly consider the following assertions: first, in Islamic ethics the absolute values represent the attributes of Allah; second, monotheism is the only metaphysical principle out of which universality of ethics could be derived. All these should be accepted for the systematization of values to be achieved within a framework which would be both universal and particular. Its universality could be grounded on humanism and its particularism would reflect the Islamic ethos. It should be remembered that its Islamicity would not require a sense of relativity regarding values, but rather it obviously would emphasize the relationality of values to human beings.

By moving the prime act of relevantizaiton from Ulūl al-Dīn to Maqālid al-Sharā'īnah, the project of systematization of values would require an integrative method. In this new situation both Maqālid al-Sharā'īnah and Ulūl al-Dīn principles should be utilized in the process of the systematization of values. This would require a dynamic engagement of both sciences for the new orientation of relevantization. Ultimately, the systematization process would result into a universal doctrine of Islamic humanism. Therefore, both the interconnectedness of sciences and the new knowledge would be based on universal principles of rationality. Anything which would resist this new narrative of relevantization should consequently be abandoned for the sake of a new beginning for the Muslims and humanity at large.

**Conclusion**

Although I started with Ibn Khaldun’s classification of knowledge and his historical narrative on sciences in Islamic civilization, the real concern of this essay was about relevantization of Islamic revealed sciences. One could say that Ibn Khaldun’s rewriting of history of sciences in Islamic civilization showed both his project of relevantization and his selections as a reader of these sciences. Obviously, the few selections which were made by him as a reader of these sciences revealed the deep images of a Muslim scholar at a specific time while being both an excellent writer and a critical reader. These two qualities should be highly regarded in any successful attempts for relevantization. In addition to that one would make the assertion that the science of Nūmrān was an outcome of a creative engagement of the process of relevantization. A significant attention should be made to the fact that the science of Nūmrān was neither a part of Ulūl al-Millah nor the philosophical sciences. It was a new knowledge that had been created from the process of relevantization. In addition to that Ibn Khaldun’s theory of Malakah should be developed and made as a corner stone for contemporary process of relevantization.

Moreover, I would like to advance the following propositions: first, relevantization could only be achieved when a sharp distinction is made between Ulūl al-Millah and the history of these sciences; second, the decisive factor in building the Qur’ānic paradigm of knowledge would be the complete adoption of a set of rational principles of
understanding and the Qur’Enic valuational system; third, the systematization of values process would be the only viable platform for both IOHK and universality of values.

It should be remembered that, in essence, relevantization is about a constant exegetical interpretation of the sources. This effort would be a meaningful one only when it is focused on systematization of values. An excellent historical example of this process of relevantization which was based on systematization of values was done by al-ImÊm al-GhazÎÈ in his magnum opus entitled “ÎlyÈ‘ ŇUlÎÈm al-DÎÈn” and prior to this work al-Mawardî’s book entitled “Adab al-DÎÈn wa al-Dunya”. Clearly al-GhazÎÈ’s work was the culmination of this process in the six century of Hijrah.
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